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Tony George is always looking 

for new opportunities for the 

Indianapolis Motor Speedway 

(photo courtesy Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway).

W
hen you’re the leader of a facility internationally recognized as the “Racing Capital 
of the World,” you draw a large amount of attention. The same goes for someone 
who directs open-wheel racing, serves as a car owner and brings a half million fans 
(and hundreds of millions of dollars to the economy) to his home city each year for 

a trio of racing events.
 Anton Hulman George, better known as Tony, is the head of the family-owned Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway Corporation (IMS). While he is at the center of both praise and criticism in the 
very public arena he operates in, his objectives have remained the same since assuming that role 
in 1990.
 “I don’t know if I necessarily came in with a list of goals and objectives. It was about 
wanting to maintain family management and stewardship of the enterprise,” he recalls. “I 
recognize my limitations and try to surround myself with people who are complementary, who 
can help us grow our business.”
 That business includes more than the famous two-and-a-half-mile oval at the corner of 16th 
and Georgetown streets, just west of downtown Indianapolis. 
Yes, racing is the centerpiece, but not the full plate – not today, 
and certainly not in the long, illustrious family history.
 George and his family oversee the following:
•  The Speedway, host to the Indianapolis 500 since 1911, 

NASCAR’s Brickyard 400 for the last 15 years and the Red 
Bull Indianapolis Grand Prix motorcycle event (new in 2008, 
following Formula One’s U.S. Grand Prix from 2000-2007)

•  IMS’s on-site Hall of Fame Museum, Brickyard Crossing Golf 
Course and Brickyard Crossing Golf Resort and Inn

•  The Indy Racing League (IRL), which features the IndyCar 
Series and the Firestone Indy Lights development series

•  IMS productions, the video production unit for the IMS and 
IRL; the IMS Radio Network, which broadcasts the Indianapolis 
500 and other major races to stations around the world; and 
Brickyard Authentics, which operates the IMS retail store

•  Clabber Girl, a baking powder enterprise that has called the 
same location in downtown Terre Haute home since 1889. 
The company has expanded into other related products in 
recent years, including opening a museum to showcase its storied history

Business decision
 The Hulman family began its long association 
with Terre Haute via a wholesale grocery and dry 
goods operation in 1850. There have been numerous 
investments in banking, real estate, media, utilities and 
a variety of other business interests over the years. 
Tony Hulman, George’s grandfather, purchased the 
Indianapolis Motor Speedway in 1945.
 “Business has evolved since I became president in 
1990,” reflects George, who says he was fortunate to 
spend a fair amount of time with his grandfather as a 
child but still wasn’t sure he wanted involved in the 
family business until after attending driving school and 
participating in some racing of his own. 
 “One of the most difficult things to consider early 
on was what to do with the wholesale grocery business. 
It had serviced most of the mom-and-pop stores in Central 
Indiana, East Central Illinois, but the Wal-Marts (and 
other large stores) had caused a lot of smaller operations 
to go away. There was also the challenge of an aging 
workforce.

By Tom Schuman

Business Leader of the Year Winners

2007: Niel Ellerbrook, Vectren, Evansville
2006: Mac McCormick, Bestway Express, Vincennes
2005:  David Frick, Anthem Blue Cross & Blue Shield, Indianapolis
2004:  Jerry Semler, OneAmerica Financial Partners, Indianapolis
2003:  Doug Bawel, Jasper Engines & Transmissions, Jasper
2002: Bob Koch, Koch Enterprises, Inc., Evansville
2001:  Marilyn Moran-Townsend, CVC Communications, Fort Wayne
2000:  Chris Murphy, 1st Source Corp./1st Source Bank, South Bend
1999: Bill Cook, Cook Group, Bloomington
1998:  Ian Rolland, Lincoln Financial Group, Fort Wayne
1997:  Patricia Miller, Vera Bradley Designs, Fort Wayne
1996: Randall Tobias, Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis
1995:  John Hillenbrand II, Hillenbrand Industries, Batesville
1994:  Frank Walker, Walker Information, Indianapolis
1993:  Don Wolf, Hardware Wholesalers, Fort Wayne
1992: Dane Miller, Biomet, Warsaw
1991: Van Smith, Ontario Corp., Muncie
1990: Dick Wood, Eli Lilly & Co., Indianapolis
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George waves the checkered flag 

as Lewis Hamilton wins the 

2007 United States Grand Prix 

(Sam Riche/The Indianapolis Star).

 “We started focusing more of our activities here in Indianapolis. We were 
also contemplating adding other events here at the Speedway,” he continues. “So 
while one side of the business was winding down, another side was ramping up.”
 George couldn’t be more pleased with the revitalization of Clabber Girl. 
Gary Morris was brought in to oversee that operation and build on its past.
 “The history and heritage of Clabber Girl is very important,” says George, who 
credits Morris with being the architect. “His decision to leverage the Clabber Girl 
brand and expand into other related product lines has breathed new life into that. 
The energy Gary brought to that was refreshing for the company and the community 
at large in Terre Haute. Reinvesting in the headquarters and creating the museum 
were very worthwhile and important for us to do as good corporate citizens.”
 The business changes have resulted in an IMS organization that has grown 
from 70 full-time employees to more than 400. While a seasonal element remains 
to the racing events, that season is seemingly never-ending.

Tracking success
 NASCAR’s roots date back to the post-World War II era, but for many years the series was 
confined to the southern states. Its expansion and growth in popularity were coming at a time when 
George and family were exploring a break from the one-race-a-year tradition of the Indianapolis 500.
 A veteran NASCAR writer earlier this year said that George, at the time, had expressed 
doubts about whether fans, used to being able to see all the way around the track, would return 
to IMS after the first year. They have continued to come in record numbers for 15 years, far outpacing 
the crowds at any other NASCAR event. The Brickyard 400 event is held in high regard by the 
drivers, generally just behind the season-opening Daytona 500.
 The controversy in the early 1990s was not whether fans would come back, but whether 
they should be welcomed at all. George says many of the traditionalists, those with strong 
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George received an honorary 

doctorate from Rose-Hulman 

Institute of Technology in 2003 

(Rose-Hulman photo).

allegiances to the Indianapolis 500, eventually came around.
 “That was tough, because there were a lot of hard feelings one way or the 
other. In retrospect, it has turned out well. It was good to have that debate, whether 
it’s 15 years of the 400, Formula One for eight years or this past weekend (the 
first MotoGP race in September).
 “One thing for certain,” he adds, “is that we have been able to diversify, broaden 
our fan base. At first, people were buying tickets to all the races. Some still do, 
but over time it evolved into people just coming to one race. We try to provide a 
good fan experience and don’t necessarily try to be all things to all people.”
 Taking care of the fans and drivers requires ongoing substantial investment 
into the facility – from the construction of the road course and garages for Formula 
One to the new control tower, grandstands and suites.
 The new events, of course, have not come without their share of controversy. 
A tire and safety dispute between manufacturers and Formula One left IMS in 
the middle of a bitter fan reaction after only six cars competed in 2005. In July 
of this year, tire concerns prompted NASCAR officials to throw yellow caution 
flags approximately every 10 laps for much of the Brickyard 400 race.
 Speaking about tradition and history as well as the recent disputes, George 
makes it clear that the “Indianapolis 500 is still the most important thing to me 
personally, as well as our company as a whole. One of the things I’ve come to realize is that it 
has become more important to have a certain control and influence over the product.
 “That doesn’t mean we can’t be in a position to influence things. As long as my family has 
been involved in the Indy 500, we’ve helped shape and influence the direction of open-wheel 
racing. In the others, we offer what we can to help ensure the right decisions and the best 
decisions are behind made. But in the end, the ultimate control is with others.”
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Global competitiveness was the 

theme at the 2008 IU Business 

Conference, with George sharing 

insights and strategies (Matt 
Detrich/The Indianapolis Star).

Opening the door
 George did more than shape open-wheel racing in 1994 when he 
announced plans to form the IRL, which began competition two years 
later. He was not pleased with the direction of the existing Championship 
Auto Racing Teams (CART) organization at the time, thought the costs 
to compete were skyrocketing out of control and wanted to provide 
more opportunities for young American drivers.
 The open-wheel split, as it became commonly referred to, lasted 
more than 12 years. CART went through several transformations and 
was known as the Champ Car World Series when its owners agreed to 
reunite with George’s IndyCar Series (the official name of the top IRL 
division) early this year. George was the target of a fairly steady 
barrage of criticism.
 “I just dealt with it,” he replies when asked about the difficulty of the 
attacks that sometimes became personal. “It comes with the territory 
and the responsibility. There were some decisions, made in retrospect, 

that I possibly would have done differently. I’m not the most popular person in the eyes of some. 
I try not to let it bother me. In my heart, I do the best I can and try to make the best decision 
possible.”
 George asks and answers his own question when he says, “Would I have liked to have had 
the opportunity (for the merger) four years ago that we had this year? Absolutely! We would 
have been four years further into rebuilding open-wheel racing.”
 Car owner Roger Penske, who has a record 14 victories in late May at the Speedway and 
confirms that the Brickyard 400 is one of the biggest events on the NASCAR schedule, calls the 
Indy 500 “the biggest sporting event in the world. To this day, nothing in stick and ball sports, 
or any other race, surpasses the attendance and the excitement of the Indianapolis 500,” he 
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Actor and singer Jim Nabors is 

a long-time fixture at the 

Indianapolis 500 and friend of 

the Hulman-George family (photo 
courtesy Indianapolis Motor Speedway).

writes in an e-mail.
 Penske was also among the first of the CART teams to return to Indianapolis 
in 2001. He offers, “Tony was the key player for the IndyCar Series in 
getting the open wheel unification to occur this past year. He was steadfast 
in ensuring the Indianapolis 500 remained the cornerstone of the sport, as 
well as providing a balance of oval, road and street circuits that saw so much 
success in the 2008 season.”
 Terming the reunification a relief, George notes that there is plenty of 
credit to share. “It came down to Kevin Kalkhoven and Gerald Forsythe (Champ 
Car co-owners) deciding it was in the best interest of open-wheel racing to 
discontinue and to build with us. It’s exciting,” although the economy and a 
presidential election year offer a “degree of uncertainty that all of us face.”
 In the future, George envisions a continued balanced schedule. There will be some 
international, he speculates, but a primary focus on North America. He also expects additional 
diversity in the driver ranks.

Safety first
 Auto racing is a dangerous sport, and nothing will ever totally change that. But racetracks 
throughout the country and beyond are safer places today because of technology advances that 
IMS has spearheaded. 
 George points out that drivers Mario Andretti, Rick Mears and others commented about the 
need to find ways to dissipate the energy from an accident. He credits Leo Mehl, then executive 
director of the IRL, for his leadership and also the eventual partnership with the University of 
Nebraska and its roadside safety facility.
 “The concrete walls that ring the track are more to protect the spectators than the drivers,” 
George explains, with the safety barriers that resulted from the research and testing 
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“revolutionizing our sport, making it a safer activity (for the 
drivers) than it once was. IMS has always been on the leading 
edge in innovation and safety.”
 In addition to his many roles on and off the track, George 
became a car owner (with his wife, Laura) in 2005. Actor 
Patrick Dempsey joined the Georges in an ownership role a 
year later. Ed Carpenter, George’s stepson, has been one of the 
drivers since the team’s inception.
 While George admits to forming the team partially to help 
ensure the league had an adequate number of cars for its 
events, there are two other powerful reasons – to help a friend 
and further establish an opportunity for Carpenter.
 “I had convinced (Fort Wayne auto dealer) Tom Kelley 
and his father that they needed to become car owners in the 
IRL years back,” George discloses. “When it was time for them 
to transition out, I felt some obligation to help them 
(purchasing the Kelley Racing assets to start the new team).
 “I want to build it to a point where it will be sustainable. 
There’s an expectation that I will step aside, and Ed will have a 
good, solid team to take over,” he continues. “I’d like to use it 
to help build hope for American drivers. We need to make sure 
there are opportunities for young Americans too. We’re still trying 
to develop the model program, but we’re not quite there yet.”
 As for adding another hat to wear, George says, “I’ve tried 
to compartmentalize things in my life. The race team is just an 
extension of what I do.”

 Penske, who himself runs a multi-faced corporation with 
more than 1,700 locations and 40,000 employees worldwide, 
writes that George has “done a terrific job in balancing his 
many business interests. Each of these interests could be full-
time jobs, but Tony has been able to provide growth and 
innovation behind each initiative for the past two decades.”

Looking back – and ahead
 The founders of the Indianapolis Motor Speedway built 
the facility in 1909 to serve as a testing ground for the state’s 
emerging automotive industry. The town of Speedway came 
into existence 17 years later. The former is preparing to 
celebrate its centennial, with the latter planning for its future 

Thank you for making Indianapolis amazing.
Through the generosity and commitment of the Hulman-George family, Indianapolis 
and Indiana have grown from great to extraordinary. Your work with the American 
Red Cross, Humane Society, Rose-Hulman Institute of Technology, Indianapolis Motor 
Speedway and countless other organizations and causes has changed our communities 
in dramatic and lasting ways. 

Congratulations, Tony George, on being named the “Business Leader of the Year”  
by the Indiana Chamber of Commerce.

NationalCity.com  National City Bank, Member FDIC  ©2008, National City Corporation®  CS-31697

President and CEO, Indiana Banking

National City is and has been a proud 
member of the Indiana Chamber of 
Commerce for more than 65 years.

George with 2006 MotoGP champion Nicky Hayden, who was preparing 

to test the Speedway course on a 1909 Indian that was part of the 

first motor race at IMS (photo courtesy Indianapolis Motor Speedway).
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with a $500 million “Speed Zone” revitalization strategy 
focused on 400 acres of land near IMS. Motorsports education, 
technology and cultural centers are just part of the mix.
 George sees “improved opportunities for residents and 
businesses” as a result, with community leaders “using our 
reputation for racing as a magnet for doing that. What they are 
doing will certainly complement the activities inside the gates 
at 16th and Georgetown.”
 IMS will conduct a three-year centennial celebration, 
recognizing its first competitive events (a balloon race in 1909 
followed by a motorcycle event) and the inaugural running of 
the Indianapolis 500 in 1911. George calls it a chance to build 

on the past and work toward the future.
 He says his children, and nieces and nephews, represent 
the seventh generation of the family to be involved in business 
in Indiana, and the fourth generation active in Indianapolis. 
“Our country is so dependent on the automobile as part of its 
culture, and the Speedway represents man’s connection and 
fascination with competition.”

Part of the community
 George often is asked to compare IMS’s private operation to 
other sports or entertainment entities that receive public assistance. 
He offers that Indianapolis and the state are very fortunate to 
have its professional franchises, world class venues, NCAA 
headquarters, and national and international competitions.
 “A lot is expected of the corporate community to make 
those things happen. Part of it for us is just being a privately 
owned business. I might consider it differently if we were 
publicly owned and more of an open book for people.
 “It’s been more challenging the last few years,” George 
confides, “with the amount of investment we’ve had to make in 
developing the IRL and growing the calendar of events at the 
Speedway. But I’m not sure if having access to public resources 
would have made us any bigger or any better.
 “I do feel the city is also fortunate to have IMS and the 
Hulman-George family. It’s nice to fit into that fabric of a 

Continued on page 60

Indiana native and NASCAR superstar Tony Stewart receives his 

2005 Allstate 400 at the Brickyard winner’s ring from George in a 

ceremony at the Indiana General Assembly (photo courtesy Indianapolis 
Motor Speedway).
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community that is so successful in promoting sports.”
 Herb Simon has been co-owner of the Indiana Pacers 
with his brother, Mel, for the last 25 years. While the basketball 
franchise’s history dates a little more than 40 years and the 
Indianapolis Colts are celebrating their 25th anniversary in 
the city, IMS and the Indy 500 “have been there forever as 
one of the most prominent sports operations. People all over 
the world, the first thing they say when I tell them where I’m 
from, is ‘that’s the home of the Indy 500,’ ” he relays.
 Simon is sure that George receives, and deserves, many 
positive accolades. As for dealing with the critics, he says, 
“besides having thick skin, you just have to realize you’re 
there to please the fan base and give back to the community.”
 The Hulman-George family has been active supporters of 
a variety of art, education and research efforts over the years. 
Among those benefitting: Rose-Hulman Institute of 
Technology, the Indiana Museum of Art, Indianapolis Zoo, 
Humane Society, and Indiana and Purdue universities (spinal 
cord research chairs). The list goes on.
 “I’ve never heard Tony say no to anything important to 
the community,” Simon shares. He’s there for you anytime 
you need him. That’s a remarkable quality.”

Tony George
Continued from page 24




